no music department” in the September issue of Choral Journal.

Writes Caldwell of his eight years with Caltech’s ad hoc singers: “Fearful and wondrous seem to be the best description . . . . One is immediately struck by . . . the amazing capacity to absorb new concepts and apply them almost immediately with scant necessity for repetition, and the startling ability to remember. In my first year at Caltech we had to learn several new pieces for a single early November performance, and the music would not be needed again until March. Upon singing them in rehearsal after four months, I was flabbergasted to discover that little glee club was literally at the same level at which we had left them, a feat I had never encountered in my previous experience working exclusively with music majors.” Caldwell’s piece is the first in a series of profiles the journal plans to run on selected successful choirs across the United States.

- As if museum curators didn’t already have NEA funding and Jesse Helms to worry about, now comes word that very low levels of nitrte oxide, a ubiquitous constituent of smog, might be enough to seriously damage some pigments in precious artworks. A recent issue of Science News cites a study by Caltech researcher Lynn Salmon, who has found that “this pollutant—one of the more reactive nitrogen oxide species—not only causes fading but turns one green pigment purple.” Salmon’s results, based on research she conducted at four Los Angeles museums, were reported in full in the July issue of Environmental Science.

Oil recycling center opens on campus

Caltech now has a third recycling center joining its newspaper and office-paper recycling activities. An oil recycling center has been set up by the safety office on the north side of the garage located in the Holliston Avenue parking lot. There are containers for motor oil, brake fluid, and antifreeze, as well as barrels for oil filters and trash.
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